
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Other Hamlet. Shakespeare’s Play in the Visual Arts 

  
Course instructor: Senior Lecturer Ioana Gogeanu, Ph.D. 

 

 

Course Description  

Drawing upon Shakespeare’s Hamlet and its representations in the visual arts, especially 

painting, the course explores the complex relation between literature and the fine arts, or, in other 

words, the manner in which seeing is conditioned by listening or the meaningfulness of 

language. The play has long been an obsessive theme for English and non-English artists 

belonging to various trends. Hamlet’s numerous representations underline the persistent, 

pervading, and retrievable truth at work in the tradition of the exemplary works of art, be they 

texts or paintings, to which people turn time and again, irrespective of historical age. More 

arresting and ingenious than the moving images [movies], the paintings often successfully unveil 

the truth of Hamlet in one, unique, singularly arresting static image. A boldly reinterpreted, 

revised, and rejuvenated Hamlet is offered to us at various times in history by artists such as 

Rossetti, Fuseli, or Delacroix. In this face-to face encounter with the painted portrait, the looker-

on is granted a new meaning, confronted and summoned as he finds himself by another, identical 

and yet different Hamlet, which has assumed a novel visage while not giving up the old.  
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Requirements 

The final grade will consist of class attendance and activity including reading, translating 

and discussing text excerpts as well as brief presentations of painters [teamwork] 50% and a final 

individual presentation 50%. 


